The Book of the Duchess, one of Chaucer's earliest poems/ has traditionally been read as an elegy for Blanche, Duchess Clemen reads the poem as offering consolation to Gaunt by reviving the memory of his treasured wife. Kittredge's inter pretation centers upon the tremendous feeling of .loss at Blanche's death. Muscatine concentrates on the style of the poem and the fact that it is an elegy written in the courtly love tradition. Robertson's reading is a notable exception.
He does not see any consolation in the poem, but rather inter prets a somewhat didactic purpose to it. The Black Knight is shown that he is wrong to mourn his lady's death from a personal point of view. two men.
Indeed, the theme of consolation, that is, the notion of the poem offering consolation to Gaunt, depends upon the idea that Chaucer was sympathetic toward Gaunt following Blanche's death. There are many aspects of the accepted relationship be The text used is The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. Fred N. Robinson (Cambridge, Mass., or, on the other hand, courteous and considerate; and (3) whether the consolation is well applied, and if so how it is applied.These points and others will be taken up in ana lyzing the poem.
As the poem opens, the narrator is speaking of his own troubles:
I have gret wonder, be this lyght.
How that I lyve, for day ne nyght I may nat slepe wel nygh noght;
I have so many an ydel thoght, Purely for defaute of slep.
That, by my trouthe, I take no kep Of nothing, how hyt cometh or gooth, Ne me nys nothyng leef nor looth.
(1-8)
Clearly disturbed by the symptoms he has, the narrator (it is safe to assume that the narrator is at least speaking for After listening to the birds, the dreamer's attention is called to a hunt going on nearby. Joining the hunt for a while, he is later separated and a young puppy comes up to him:
ther cam by mee A whelp, that fauned me as I stood.
That hadde yfolowed, and koude no good.
Hyt com and crepte to me as lowe Ryght as hyt hadde me yknowe. Which I have loved with al my myght.
Is fro me ded and ys agoon, (475) (476) (477) (478) (479) Clearly, the Knight's sorrow is over his loved lady, who is now dead. Duchess," PMLA, LXX (Mar., 1955) , 279-282; James R.
Kreuzer, "The Dreamer in the Book of the Duchess," PMLA, LXVI (June, 1951), 543-547; and Stephen Manning, "That Dreamer Once More," PMLA, LXXI (June, 1956), 540-541. 28 That hate my dayes and my nyghtesI (577) (578) (579) (580) For.one hundred and fifty lines (559-709), the Knight expands on his sorrow, with no mention of what caused it.
This ram bling, self-centered complaint on sorrow and fortune, coupled with the doubts already raised, leads to a possible reading of the Knight*s speech as either a rather tedious monologue of self-pity or a play for the sympathy of his listener. In either case, the Black Knight would no longer appear quite so "goodly," and his motives would now be suspect.
Georgia Ronan Crampton points out that in the Knight's lament "he inveighs against Fortune in a long string of oxymo rons; she subverts his universe so that good is bad, light is 33 darkness, and,"sykernesse" has become "drede." . These oxymo rons in the Knight's speech also suggest the true-false quality in the Knight himself;
My good ys harm, and evermoo
In wrathe ys turned my pleynge And my delyt into sorwynge.
Myn hele ys turned into seknesse.
In drede ys al my sykernesse;
To derke ys turned al my lyght. Thus the Black Knight received a ring, but gave none in return.
Manning alsO' suggests that White often symbolizes purity (the Knight himself points out his lady's virtue in this respect), and by contrast, the Black Knight could represent the opposite, impurity.
The Knight describes his attempts to win his lady, and he vows his love and devotion in absolute terms (similar to those used in his elaborate tale of sorrow):
With hool herte I gan hir beseche That she wolde be my lady swete;
And swor, and hertely gan hir hete.
Ever to be stedfast and trewe.
And love hir alwey fresshly newe.
And never other lady have. In light of the contrasts established between the Black Knight According to the Knight, the lady finally accepted him when she wel understod That I ne wilned .thyng but god, And worship, and to kepe hir name Over'alle thyng, and to drede hir shame.
. At this point, with the contrast between the Knight and Blanche and the true-false structure that runs through the poem in mind, the Knight's words are hard to believe. His whole story about the lady accepting him may be false and simply an attempt to gain sympathy. The ending to the dream suggests such a reading, for as the Knight pronounces woefully the supposed capping to his sorrow, that his lady is dead, something the dreamer already knows, the dreamer's response is very brief, 'Muscatine; p. 13. 34 almost curt: "Is that youre los? Be God, hyt ys routhe.l"
After the Knight's long discourse, this is the dreamer's only reply, and its brevity and simplicity contrast sharply with the. Knight's protracted tale. I suggest the dreamer's reply is a sarcastic one, revealing that all along the dreamer was aware of the Knight's basic falseness, and simply drew the Knight out to expose him. In regard to Blanche and Gaunt, this closing statement by the dreamer is the poet's way of comment-" ing upon Gaunt, his behavior to Blanche and his faithlessness in' his marriage.
The questions concerning the historical relationships be 
